Method for recognizing and removing unwanted marks from
scanned document images using specialized image classifiers

Abstract
We describe a method for identifying undesirable items in a camera-captured
document that should be removed (e. g., one or more fingers holding the document,
coffee stains, smudges on paper, etc.) during the process of automatically retouching
and enhancing the image of the captured document. In the proposed system, an
image processing system is responsible for identifying regions of interest within an
image, which are then sent to an image classification module for further recognition
and possible removal. This module may be a Machine Learning-based classifier, and is
responsible for accurately identifying if a removable object is contained within the
region. A previously published system [1] describes the overall object recognition and
removal workflow, and here we focus instead on a specific approach for selecting
candidate artifacts for removal.

Problems Solved
The solution described here addresses a common problem when digitizing printed
documents, which is that of restoring a printed copy back to its original digital
appearance as closely as possible. In particular, we focus on applications of mobile
document scanning (e. g., scanning documents using a smartphone camera and App).
In this scenario, one important task is to clean up the document image by identifying
and removing unwanted visual artifacts such as smudges, fingers (usually present due
to the user holding the document in hand during capture), smudges or coffee stains,
for example. Restoring a document this way during scanning allows a user to
repurpose the scanned document, for example, by printing new copies or even by
allowing the document to be re-used and processed electronically (e. g., enabling
reliable text extraction using an OCR component for example).
More specifically, we expand on a previously published system [1], which describes a
workflow for document image artifact recognition and restoration (we provide a brief
overview of the workflow in the Description Section), but omits details on possible
implementations for each individual step. The scope of the method described here,

however, are the particular techniques used for identifying and filtering candidate
artifacts for further removal.

Proposed Solution
The recent evolution and added capabilities of mobile computing devices such as
smartphones have enabled new use cases for software that offers a cheaper and
more convenient replacement for existing specialized appliances. One popular type of
smartphone application nowadays is that of a mobile document scanner, which uses
the phone's onboard camera for performing image acquisition and digitization of hard
copies of documents, a task commonly associated with a flatbed scanner. These
applications are typically designed with a set of use cases in mind and normally
support scanning different kinds of documents with varying degrees of success (e. g.,
photos, whiteboards, black-and-white articles, magazine articles, books, etc.).
While mobile scanning offers flexibility and convenience, it also requires addressing
image capture limitations that traditional flatbed scanners are designed to solve
seamlessly. For example:
● Varied lighting/illumination conditions across the document's surface (thus
creating undesired shadows or unevenly-lit regions in the resulting image);
● The angle of the camera relative to the document causing a perspective
distortion (thus requiring post-capture corrections in the acquired image);
● The borders of the document need to be separated reliably from the surface
under it in order to extract the paper contents from the captured scene;
● Some situations may require the user to hold the document in hand while
capturing the image, which may produce a blurry image or introduce unwanted
artifacts in the resulting image, such as the user's fingers appearing in the
image or possibly occluding parts of the content.
The above issues can normally be addressed effectively by employing existing Image
Processing and Computer Vision techniques. Furthermore, as smartphones have
improved in processing power, document scanners applications have been steadily
including additional features in order to remain competitive and attract customers by
offering new processing options. Examples of features include retouching the
contents of the document and intelligently extracting information from the document
for automation tasks. In particular, the method disclosed here focuses on the task of
identifying undesirable marks (e. g., one or more fingers holding the document,

coffee stains, smudges, etc.) in a scanned document that can be further erased safely
during post-processing of the acquired document image.
For the specific task of identifying unwanted marks in scanned documents, this work
leverages a previously published system [1], which describes the overall workflow for
document image artifact recognition and removal. The previous publication
(deliberately) omitted details for how each individual step could potentially be
implemented, as it focused on the workflow itself for restoring document images. For
context, the system is reproduced here in Figure 1 and will be briefly described below.

Figure 1 — The system used for recognizing and cleaning unwanted marks in
document images [1]
The reference system from [1] comprises components for: A) segmenting a document
image into regions; B) selecting candidate regions for further classification; C)
classifying regions according to whether they are considered unwanted marks or not;
and D) inpainting a document image region previously containing an unwanted mark.
The focus of the method disclosed here is to provide a possible implementation for
adequately selecting and filtering candidate regions (component B). Please refer to
[1] for more information regarding the overall system and components (A), (C) and (D).
In order to detect and remove unwanted objects from document images, a document
scanning system may include the system from Figure 1 as part of its image processing
pipeline. The system works essentially by first decomposing the document image into
regions (A), each ideally corresponding to a visually discernible object in the page (e.
g., text characters, illustrations and other artifacts) and attempting to separately fit

each object into a predefined set of categories. In practice, an image segmentation
technique has already been in use [2, 3] to identify text and photo contents. This
component is leveraged in the region detection system (B) in order to enumerate
possible objects that should be removed. After enumerating candidate regions, a
simple image classifier module (C) is used [4] to determine whether each object in
question corresponds to an unwanted mark or not. In the existing implementation, we
train a neural network classifier to recognize each type of object we would like to
remove from the image. Finally, an inpainting module (D) is responsible for erasing
the unwanted object from the image and providing a plausible completion to the now
missing part of the document. For this, an image completion technique is used in the
existing implementation [5].
From here on, we'll focus on describing the component for selecting candidate
regions (B). Here, we assume that the segmentation component (A) is able to produce
a single contiguous image region corresponding to a single object we would like to
detect. Note that this imposes a clear limitation on what types of marks this system is
able to detect, since finer-grained marks such as smaller paper wrinkles/crease marks
or non-contiguous objects such as spot clusters may not be detected appropriately.
Nevertheless, the proposed system should still work for a large range of artifacts.
Given a set of non-overlapping image regions provided by the segmentation
component (A), the region selection component (B) may initially apply a set of
geometric criteria in order to discard objects early in the process. For example, if
attempting to detect regions containing fingers (as if the user is holding the paper),
there is no need to look for regions not connected to the page margins. Similarly,
regions that are considered too small or too large to belong in that class of objects
may also be discarded. Next, the following steps are performed for every remaining
region individually:
1. The component (B) attempts to discard regions from further consideration that
are too close to regions corresponding to important content, such as text or
photo regions. This step is necessary in order to mitigate the risk of erasing
such content, because in existing implementations image segmentation errors
may cause legitimate content to creep into regions that could otherwise be
safely erased.
2. Prior to submitting the region to the image classifier component (C), the
(possibly irregular) region is first cropped to a smaller square region that
attempts to center around the object of interest. This is necessary in order to
avoid stretching or squashing the contents and improve accuracy of detection

by the classifier, since image classifier architectures typically work on small
square images as their native input shapes.
To perform step (1), a Distance transform [6] is computed over the document image
using the candidate region as a starting point. As an example, consider the document
shown in Figure 2. After considering the region containing a finger (Figure 2.4), the
distance transform of the document image relative to the region is used to determine
whether the closest text region is at a distance considered larger than a preset
threshold (Figure 2.5, with green colored regions indicating they are at a safe
distance). In this case, the distance is considered safe and the object thereby
continues to be further analyzed for removal, as it is less likely that a segmentation
error has occurred.
Conversely, the document shown in Figure 3 illustrates a different example, where a
thumb is near (and is in fact covering part of the text) the bottom paragraph in the
document. In this case, a segmentation error has occurred (Figure 3.4), which is
commonly indicated by the presence of known text content near the region of
interest (Figure 3.5, where red colored text indicates its distance to the thumb is
below the preset threshold). The distance is considered unsafe in this case and the
object is thus discarded from further consideration (i. e., will not be removed).
As an example of step (2), consider the region shown in Figure 4. Figure 4.1 shows the
original region boundaries in red. After performing the step described above and
locating the region of interest, a new bounding rectangle is produced, shown in Figure
4.2 (the magenta colored square). In practice, the resulting square may be scaled
slightly (green square in Figure 4.2) in order to provide enough context to the image
classifier in the next step. For some objects, additional context may be necessary for
successful recognition, and thus this step may discard important parts of the region if
not properly fine-tuned. To remedy this problem, the step above may accept an
additional parameter to calibrate the importance of region pixels relative to
non-region pixels, thus causing the cropping optimization to find larger squares (as
may be required for certain objects).
To perform step (2), we analyze the region contents as a binary mask (pixels belonging
to region vs. pixels not belonging to region) and employ a simple optimization
technique whose goal is to find the largest square within the region boundaries which
maximizes the ratio of region pixels over non-region pixels. This can be implemented
efficiently in software by means of Dynamic programming or similar optimization
techniques. The resulting (square) cropped region will maximize the amount of pixels

belonging to the object and thus likely improve the image classification accuracy by
component (C), as it could be observed in an existing implementation.
More practical examples are shown in Figures 2.3 and 3.3. Note in Figure 3.3 that the
region comprising the thumb also contains parts of the margins around the document,
but cropping to the region of interest prevents further classification errors.
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Figure 2 — An example of a successful attempt at erasing two fingers from the image
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Figure 3 — Example of a prevented attempt to remove a thumb from a document image, which
would otherwise erase part of the text from the document
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Figure 4 — Cropping region-of-interest by finding square region which includes the
maximum amount of content
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